The First Phase of Humanity
The Four Signpost Events
4th Century

Betrayal of Christians - Betrayal of Human
Values by Rome

Birth of religion as a materialistic
and political dogma alienated to
true Spirituality. The Satan is
seeded.

7th Century

Murder of Dagobert II - Cementing the
power of Rome via the Carolingians.

The Antichrist assumes the Throne
in alliance with the Satan.

14th Century

Oppression of Cathars - Oppression of
Humanity & Murder of Jacques de Molay the Roman Church playing a key role in both
events.

The Satan and the Antichrist unite
to form a total government built on
oppression and terror.

21st Century

End of Humanity; Technology Remains

Plan to reduce World population
by demoralization, chaos and
profitable disease and bring all
wealth and natural resources under
one government of the Antichrist.
To impose the Satan as the main
ideology bearer to the masses.

Last Judgment
The “Second Coming” – Divine presence on
Earth withstanding attempts of elimination.
Divine retributions made visible.

Shift in Orientation during the Phase
Basic Shift:
From:

To:

Collaboration

Rule of the Ego

Meritorious interpretation of God

Man- God relationship subject to Brokerage
via an Agent of Power (the Church)

Morality and Ethics
(Occitania)

Material Wealth and Power

Shift in the role of main Protagonists:
Ruler

Groups supported with bureaucracy

Charisma and ability
Wisdom

Position in power structure
Manipulation of Information

Progress
Reduction/Stagnation

Maximum growth

Growth

Communications
Transport, Extraction,
Weapons
Regulation
Constructive
Corruption
co-operation
Abuse
Monetary Systems
Total worth of the Growth
and their concentration
of Consciousness Contribution
to Humanism

Ethnic
Dehumanisation
Abuse of Nature
& Animals
Keeping busy

Education
( replaced
with indoctrination,
conditioning
to immorality)

Limited activity

Degeneration
Start of the Phase

End of the Phase

Ruler with his/her own abilities

Administrators of Power

Power
Administration
Restrictions
Talent

Administration

Operatives
Survival without a contribution
is limited

Without a Contribution

As the rulers are increasingly replaced with administrators, they need to cement their power with an
ever growing bureaucracy which, in time, will suffocate progress in acts of self-preservation.
Wars can widen power and influence, but they cannot change the fate of a society that is false and
dysfunctional. A false society is self-destructive. It cannot survive even if it reduced the number of
those that consume, because the bureaucracies on which it is woven oppress talent and ability, resulting
in the degeneration of the whole at which point the powers that be survive only by violence against
their own. The final stage is disintegration from pressures outside and within.

The Earth is a testing ground. The first phase of Humanity was marked with
the blood of those who carried progress.

It was a retrograde journey forward that has brought the ultimate
Fruit for those who deserve to eat it – in another Dimension that
became perfect in the process.

